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of this latest work, extending the scope further to Mixed
Crystals ?
As would be expected it is a most competent work, which
all with an interest in packing problems will wish to have
on their bookshelf. Just when they might use it, or to whom
they might recommend it, is another question. There is
something in it for everyone, but whether there is enough
in it for anyone will be the factor which decides its ultimate
value.
The book fails into various sections. The first covering
basic theory on phase diagrams, principles of crystal packing, free-energy considerations, X-ray diffraction, will be
skipped by the expert and may be a little indigestible for
the beginner. The next provides an excellent summary of
intermetallic compound types, and then moves on to discussion of solid solutions, where something exciting
appears about to emerge, but never quite does. A change
then, to disorder and solid solutions in organic crystals,
and again a most useful summary of those systems that
have been studied experimentally. And finally the theme
moves to more familiar topics, molecular complexes, polymers and inevitably to biological macromolecules. A brave
thesis to try to tie so much together around the central topic
of solid solutions, but it does not quite come off. The central
chapters on mixed solid-sate systems per se are by far the
most interesting and will be those most studied.
D. HALL
University Grants Committee
Bowen Street
Wellington
PO Box 12348
New Zealand
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The metallic and nonmetallic states of matter. E d i t e d
by P. P. EDWARDS a n d C. N. R. RAO. Pp. x + 4 2 7 .
L o n d o n : T a y l o r & Francis, 1985. Price £40.00.
This is not, as one might imagine from the title, a treatise
written by one or two authors, but a collection of 13 reviews
dealing with aspects of metal-nonmetal ( M - N M ) transitions, or with various classes of materials in which M - N M
transitions occur. The volume is ascribed to Sir Nevill Mott,
FRS on the occasion of his 80th birthday. It begins with a
delightful and readable article of 21 pages by Sir Nevill
which discusses the development of the subject; thereafter
follow the 13 review chapters that involve 20 authors.
These reviews will no doubt be pure delight to the experts
in the field, such as the 20 authors undoubtedly are, because
of their detailed coverage of the subject and the copious
and up-to-date references (some 34 pages thereof up to
1985); however, the general reader - and I review the book
for readers of Acta Crystallographica - will probably find
much of the book exceedingly tedious.
This is because the 13 chapters are written in 'review'
style - and 13 review-style chapters on the same subject
are too much for the general reader to stomach. Thus the
basic tenets of the subject tend to be treated over and over
again from the point of view of the various authors - a
reader will even find the same figure given twice in the
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book, and the same material (e.g. La~_xSrxVO3) treated
more than once in detail in different reviews. The worst of
the reviews are little more than a catalogue of what various
literature authors have done. Thus one reads a succession
of sentences (or better, paragraphs) followed by a list
(references) of authors to whom the thoughts or measurements are to be ascribed, whereas the general reader would
hope for an authoritative coherent exposition of the subject,
as understood by the writers of the chapters, in relation to
the class of materials being discussed.
Now the reviewer is well aware of the difficulty that this
poses for the writer, who feels (i) he must be complete in
his coverage and (ii) properly ascribe credit where it is due
and not present the ideas of others as his own. However,
surmounting these difficulties is of the essence in writing
successful books and reviews. For example the method of
giving references in the text - by authors' names, followed
by the year - exacerbates the problem for the general reader.
Had the references in the text been given by successive
numbers in parentheses, super, they would have intruded
to a far less extent on the reading, and the 'catalogue' aspect
of a number of the reviews would have been diminished.
It is also possible that more editorial control in eliminating
repetitions might have helped a general reader.
The second chapter surveys theoretical analyses of
features of M - N M transitions, considering particularly the
'Mott transition' which is a correlation-induced M - N M
transition and the 'Anderson transition' which is a disorderinduced M - N M transition. The next chapter discusses the
Periodic system of the elements and general theories of the
metallic and non-metallic states ending with several pages
of discussion of the Herzfeld-Goldhammer theory ofmetallization. Next follow chapters dealing with the M - N M
transition (i) in expanded metals (i.e. fluid metals near the
liquid-vapour critical point), particularly discussed are
properties of the alkali metals and mercury; (ii) in ammonia
and methylamine solutions of the alkali metals; (iii) in
metal-metal halide melts. Here the materials discussed are
alkali metals in their halides, mercury in its halides, bismuth
in its halides and liquid ionic alloys such as the Cs-CsAu
system; and (iv) in doped semiconductors such as the
Si:P system, Gd3_xVxS4 and n-InSb. Particularly discussed is driving a single experimental sample through the
M - N M transition by applying either stress or a magnetic
field.
Next comes a chapter discussing quasi-one-dimensional
organic conductors and conducting polymers. This is followed by an interesting chapter discussing the Mott transition for binary compounds with particular emphasis on
NiS2 and Ni(Sl_xSex)2. Transitions in selected transitionmetal oxides are the subject of the next chapter. This
concentrates particularly on oxides derived from V203 by
substitution, and on the transition in Fe304.
The next two chapters deal with M - N M transitions in
(i) oxide bronzes and (ii) perovskite oxides. The former
considers more crystallographic information than most of
the chapters. The thirteenth chapter discusses cerium under
high pressure and the final chapter discusses electrons in
small metallic particles. Here the concern is with metal
clusters in carbonyls, pure-metal aggregates (10-100A
diameter) and small metallic particles (102-10 4 ,/~ diameter)
which the reviewer found refreshingly interesting.
Although some of these chapters indicate features of
crystallographic interest, by and large they are unlikely to
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interest crystallographers in general. Only to those crystallographers with a specific commitment to crystallographic
arrangement and physical properties is the book likely to
be of interest, but here the interest may be considerable!
The Index of the volume appears to be effective, and I
noticed only five or six misprints in my reading of the
book.
Finally, generally throughout the book one finds, in the
language of classical physics, 'coulomb interaction', but
always 'Mott transition', 'Anderson transition', '_Fermi surface', etc.; one might wonder whether in one hundred years
our successors will be writing also of 'mott transitions' and
'anderson transitions'!
W. B. PEARSON
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Book Received
The following book has been received by the Editor. Brief
and generally uncritical notices are given of works of marginal
crystallographic interest; occasionally a book orfundamental
interest is included under this heading because of difficuhy in
finding a suitable reviewer without great delay.

Liquid crystals: their physics, chemistry and applications.
Edited by C. HILSUM and E. P. RAYNES. Pp. viii+ 169.
The Royal Society of London, 1983. Price £23.85 (£25.10
outside the UK). This book is a straightforward reprinting,
in hard covers but essentially without other change, of the
papers already published in 1983 in Philos. Trans. R. Soc.
London Set. A, 309, 69-239. The discussion itself took place
in October 1982. There are 13 articles, together with an
introduction by F. C. Frank. Of course, there is no index;
however, the quality of the diagrams alone makes this
collection of papers worth a second glance.

